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Steadily Amplified Rural Votes Decide 
Malaysian Elections
By Lee Hock Guan

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• The principle of “one man, one vote” was never entirely adopted in 
Malaysia and disproportionate weightage to favour rural areas was in-
corporated into the electoral system from the beginning. The ruling 
Barisan Nasional (BN) has since used the apportionment of seats and 
the demarcation of constituency boundaries to reinforce its advantage.

• In the recent 13th General Elections, BN’s mal-apportionment and ger-
rymandering strategies over decades resulted for the first time in the 
opposition Pakatan Rakyat winning the popular vote yet failing to gain 
control of parliament.

• Since 1972, electoral delineation rules have allowed for rural weight-
age without clear limitations. The erosion of Malay electoral support 
in the 1999 election further led BN to use constituency re-delineation 
in 2002 to pre-empt future Malay vote swings against it and to take 
advantage of the opposition parties’ inability to overcome ethnic vote-
pooling.

• However, with the emergence of an opposition multi-ethnic coalition 
Pakatan Rakyat (PR) that can also gain from ethnic vote-pooling, mixed 
constituencies ceased to be BN strongholds. Since 2008, the ethnic 

voting trend favours PR. 
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INTRODUCTION

The principle of “one man, one vote” was never entirely adopted in Malaysia and 
disproportionate “weightage” to favour rural areas was incorporated into the elec-
toral system from the beginning. In a first-past-the-post system, “the manner in which 
the…total electorate is divided into electoral constituencies is crucially important in 
determining outcomes” (Lim 2003, p. 26). Excessive use by Barisan Nasional (BN) 
of the apportionment of seats and the demarcation of constituency boundaries to 
reinforce its advantage has invariably devalued the “one man, one vote” principle. 

In the 13th General Election held on 5th May 2013, the opposition coalition 
Pakatan Rakyat (PR)1 won 50.85 per cent of the popular vote but only 89 parliament 
seats or 40.09 per cent of the total (Table 1). In contrast, though winning only 46.87 
per cent of the popular vote, BN won 133 federal seats and retained control over 
parliament with 59.91 per cent of the seats.  PR’s loss despite winning the popular 
vote can arguably be attributed to BN’s long-term use of electoral delineation to 
create unequal-sized constituencies2. Such delineations have resulted in hugely mal-
apportioned districts and an over-representation of the Malay electorate, especially 
in rural areas. 

Table 1: Popular votes and Parliament seats won by Barisan Nasional 
and Pakatan Rakyat in the 13th General Election, in percentage

Barisan Nasional Pakatan Rakyat

Votes Seats Votes Seats

West Malaysia 45.55 51.52 53.26 48.48

East Malaysia 51.53 84.21 33.12 15.79

Total 46.87 59.91 50.85 40.09

Source: Calculations from Election Commission data
 

1 PR’s component parties are the People’s Justice Party (PKR), the Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party (PAS) and 
the Democratic Action Party (DAP). Although PR has yet to receive official recognition from the Registrar of 
Society, for the 2013 elections the three parties more or less campaigned as a coalition.

2 Dubious electoral delineations were only possible with the cooperation and collaboration of the Election 
Commission (EC). This body was constitutionally established in 1957 to administer the electoral system and its 
duties include the delimitation of constituencies every 10 years. Since independence, however, successive BN 
administrations have deployed a multi-pronged approach to remove the EC’s autonomy and authority.  Election 
laws were amended and the EC had been packed with compliant officers (Tey 2010). For example, it has been 
revealed that the EC chairman and deputy chairman in 2012 were former UMNO members.     
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The manipulation of electoral boundaries and gerrymandering were exploited by the 
BN to secure its grip on power. In particular, the United Malay National Organization 
(UMNO) has utilized such strategies to amplify its political power by allocating to 
Malays a greater share of legislative seats than their share of the population. These 
strategies were also deployed to handicap PAS, UMNO’s main rival for the Malay 
votes, through the creation of smaller sized constituencies which are UMNO strong-
holds and converting Malay majority seats into “mixed” seats3.  Before 2008, mixed 
seats were BN’s stronghold because the then-ethnic voting pattern disadvantaged 
the opposition ethnic parties. 

Since then, however, BN’s (in particular, UMNO’s) mixed seats strategy, along 
with their manipulation of race and religious issues, engagement in politics of fear, 
and patronage practices have become less effective. Conversely, PR has benefited 
from the fragmentation of the Malay vote, growing support from an overwhelming 
majority of Chinese voters, the establishment of a multiethnic opposition coalition, 
and the emergence of non-ethnic issues.

ETHNIC PARTIES AND ETHNIC PARTY SYSTEMS

Competition for electoral support in an ethnic party system usually occurs within 
ethnic groups but not across ethnic group lines. When ethnic politics prevails, “each 
party, recognizing that it cannot count on defections from members of the other 
ethnic groups, has the incentive to solidify the support of its own group” (Horowitz 
1985, p318). With the rise of ethnic voting in an ethnically divided society, where 
individuals vote for the party that represents his or her ethnic group, parties that at-
tempt to organize along non-ethnic lines are marginalized.  

Malaysia’s unusual formative conditions led to an ethnic party system character-
ised by a dominant multi-ethnic ruling coalition opposed by other ethnic parties4. The 
ruling coalition began as the Alliance Party5 which was a coalition “of ethnic parties, 
each of which can still profess to be working for the interests of its own ethnic group 
even while participating in the alliance” (ibid, p 396). The Alliance’s formula was 
stumbled upon by UMNO and MCA in the 1952 Kuala Lumpur municipal elections6. 
Forming an alliance to pool their respective ethnic group support and using a single 
slate of candidates, UMNO and MCA defeated the multi-ethnic party Independence 

3 Malay majority seats here refer to constituencies which have Malays making up 80 percent and above of 
the voters. For example, in the delineation exercise after the 1999 elections, several Malay majority seats were 
converted into mixed seats in Kedah to advantage UMNO (Ong and Welsh 2005).

4 Although the Democratic Action Party is supposed to be a non-ethnic party with social democratic ideals, 
circumstances forced the party over time to become dependent on the Chinese votes for support. Moreover, 
for a long time UMNO successfully stigmatized the party as “anti-Malay” and a “Chinese chauvinistic” party. In 
short, UMNO managed to “racialize” the DAP into an ethnic party.

5 Comprised of UMNO, the Malay(si)an Chinese Association and Malay(si)an Indian Congress, the Alliance 
Party was formally registered as a political organization on 30 October 1957.

6 Refer to Carnell (1954).
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of Malaya Party (IMP). It was enlarged and renamed the Barisan Nasional in the mid-
1970s. In addition to ethnic vote pooling, such a multi-ethnic coalition allowed each 
of its components to become an ‘ethnic party’ when challenged by opposition ethnic 
parties. 

Intra-ethnic outbidding occurs when two intra-ethnic parties vie for the support of 
the same ethnic group. BN frequently encountered stiff competition in constituencies 
with a huge single ethnic majority. Thus, UMNO would receive stiff competition from 
PAS in Malay majority seats especially in the Malay heartland states while UMNO’s 
allies, MCA and Gerakan, would have to compete against DAP in Chinese majority 
seats. In contrast, ethnically mixed constituencies cannot overcome the ethnic vote-
pooling that BN commands because opposition ethnic parties depend on the sup-
port of one ethnic group. 

Table 2: Ethnic Voting Preference: Peninsular Malaysia, 1974-1995

Voters Comments

Malay
Greater preference for 

UMNO over PAS
Greater preference for MCA/MIC/

Gerakan over DAP

In 1990 and 1995 PAS 
won the majority Malay 

vote in Kelantan

Chinese 
Greater preference for 

UMNO over PAS
Greater preference for DAP over 

MCA/MIC/Gerakan

Since 1990, DAP  won 
majority Chinese sup-
port, but in a declining 

trend

Indian
Greater preference for 

UMNO over PAS
Greater preference for MCA/MIC/

Gerakan over DAP

BN had won the majority 
of the Indian vote since  

late 1980s

As a coalition of ethnic parties, BN could reach out to all the three main ethnic groups 
unlike the largely ethnic opposition parties whose support would largely come from 
one ethnic group. This was because a Malay, Chinese or Indian voting for BN could 
still view himself or herself as voting for a party championing his or her ethnic group 
(Table 2). A Malay voter would not fear voting for MCA/MIC/Gerakan because UMNO 
was also in the alliance to represent his or her ethnic group. Conversely, a Chinese 
or an Indian vote could vote for UMNO since he or she would indirectly be voting 
for MCA/Gerakan or MIC respectively. In contrast, opposition parties such DAP and 
PAS could not overcome the ethnic voting pattern as their candidates would not be 
judged on their credentials but by which ethnic group their parties represented or 
were perceived to represent. 
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UNBALANCED ELECTORAL DELINEATION

In 1954, the Constituency Delineation Commission (or Merthyr Commission) was 
given the task of dividing the peninsula into 52 seats of approximately equal number 
of inhabitants7. This Commission, however, was also obligated to give “weightage” to 
rural seats to the extent where a rural constituency could have as little as half of the 
electorate found in the more populous urban constituencies.  Thus the 1955 deline-
ation allowed “a maximum weightage of 2 to 1 in terms of population — or a variation 
of plus or minus one third or 33% from the average constituency population” (Wong 
et al. 2010, p.932). In spite of the “weightage” constraint imposed on it, the Merthyr 
Commission established an electoral system with fairly equal sized constituencies 
with the largest constituency about 2 times bigger than the smallest (Report 1954, 
p.36). 

The Reid Commission that followed was directed to create an electoral system that 
would balance Malay Special Position with non-Malays legitimate rights. Influenced 
by the principle of “one man, one vote”, the Commission endeavoured to ensure that 
each person’s vote be equally weighed. The outcome was that the Reid Commission 
proposed an electoral system that was not equal but fair. To ensure an even-handed 
ethnic balance, it proposed “apportioning an equitable distribution of constituencies 
among the states on the basis of both population and electorate” (Lim 2002, p.106). 
To limit mal-apportionment due to weightage to rural seats, the Commission limited 
disparities among constituencies to within 15 per cent above or below the average 
constituency electorate in each state (ibid).  Hence, the 15 per cent limit more than 
halved the amount of rural weightage previously allowed in the Merthyr Commission 
Report and upheld as much as possible the equal value of every vote.

After significant losses to non-Malay opposition parties in the large urban non-Ma-
lay majority seats and to PAS in the Malay heartland states of Kelantan and Trengganu 
in the 1959 election, the Alliance strategized to regain political dominance by manip-
ulating the electoral system through the delineation of constituencies, amongst other 
measures. The coalition was dissatisfied with the EC’s 1960 delineation exercise to 
reduce the rural weightage advantage by reducing the number of seats from 104 to 
100, which particularly affecting the rural areas. In 1962, the Alliance used its power 
in parliament to diminish the EC’s autonomy through constitutional amendments and 
also reject the commission’s 1960 constituency delineation proposals. More impor-
tantly, the UMNO-led Alliance discarded the Reid Commission’s 15 per cent rural 
weightage and reverted to the Merthyr Commission’s 35 per cent limit.  

7 In part because the constituencies were divided according to the number of inhabitants, the result were rather 
uneven sizes of constituencies. This was due to the fact that very few of the inhabitants were eligible voters, i.e. 
citizens, and to poor registration of voters.
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The May 1969 ethnic rioting presented UMNO with an excellent opportunity to use 
the electoral delineation to entrench UMNO-Malay political dominance. The require-
ment of equal average constituency electors among states introduced by the Reid 
Commission to prevent inter-state mal-apportionment was removed. The requirement 
of equal electorates among constituencies within states was further watered down 
by removing the 30 per cent limit rule which stipulates that a rural constituency may 
contain as little as one half of the electors of any urban constituency. Instead, that 
requirement was changed to “a measure of weightage given to such (usually refer-
ring to rural but can be any) constituencies” (cited in Lim 2002, p.111). Thus, since 
1972, the electoral delineation rules allow rural weightage without clearly limiting it 
and opened the door for the BN to use electoral delineation to entrench its power 
and increase mal-apportionment. 

The erosion of Malay electoral support for UMNO in the 1999 election led UMNO 
to use the constituency re-delineation in 2002 to address the problem of future Malay 
vote swings against the BN and to take advantage of the opposition parties’ inability 
to overcome the ethnic vote-pooling barrier. To benefit the BN, the 2002 re-delinea-
tion exercise raised the number of Malay majority seats, especially in Johor and also 
converted Malay majority seats into mixed constituencies. For example, in Kedah, 
Ong and Welsh (2004) showed that UMNO used the 2002 re-delineation exercise 
to reduce risks for BN-UMNO by shifting UMNO’s Malay stronghold districts around, 
raising the number of non-Malay voters to reduce the Malay majority and transforming 
Malay majority seats into or creating new mixed Malay constituencies, both at parlia-
ment and state levels. 

MAL-APPORTIONMENT AND UMNO-MALAY DOMINANCE

Table 3 shows that the largest seat was about 3.2 times bigger than the smallest 
seat in 1959 when the Reid Commission capped the disparities between rural and 
urban constituencies at 15 per cent deviation. However, since the removal of the cap 
on rural weightage in 1972, the disparities between rural and urban constituencies 
have increasingly widened over each successive elections; the largest/smallest seat 
ratio has increased from 5.6 times in 1974 to 6.7 in 1986, 6.2 in 1999 and 9.1 in 
2013. In 2004, the largest seats were nearly 20.5 times the size of the smallest seat 
in 2004 due the creation of the new federal territory seat of Putrajaya. For the largest 
seat/average seat ratio in Peninsula Malaysia, it appears that the figure has stabilized 
around 2 times. However, if one were to include Sabah (average seat size is 39,272 
in 2013) and Sarawak (35,000 in 2013) seats, the largest seat/average seat ratio 

would show a larger disparity8.

8 The mal-apportionment in East Malaysia was used as an incentive to convince Sabah and Sarawak to merge 
with Malaya to form the Federation of Malaysia in 1963. Thus, Sabah and Sarawak has continued to account 
for a quarter of the total federal seats ever since.  
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Table 3: Mal-apportionment of constituencies in Peninsula Malaysia, 
selected election year

Year smallest largest average Largest/smallest Largest/average

1959 10986 35549 20940 3.23 1.70

1969 18302 81086 31888 4.43 2.54

1974 9190 51534 26019 5.61 1.98

1986 12171 81005 39350 6.66 2.06

1999 16018 98527 49689 6.15 1.98

2004 5079 104185 46995 20.5 2.22

2013 15798 144369 67882 9.14 2.13

Source: adopted from Wong et al (2010)

Table 4: Malay-Majority Parliamentary Constituencies in Peninsula 
Malaysia, selected election year

Election year
Number of 

Malay majority 
seats

Total 
number of 

seats

Per cent of 
Malay majority 

seats

Per cent of 
Malay elec-

torate

Over-
representation 

ratio

1964 60 104 56.7 54.4 1.04

1974 79 114 69.3 57.9 1.20

1986 92 132 69.7 55.3 1.26

1999 98 144 68.1 56.7 1.20

2008 124 165 75.2 58.9 1.28

Sources: modified from Lim (2005) and Wong et al (2010).
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The use of the electoral delineation to enhance political power is clearly illustrated 
in the over-representation of Malay majority seats (Table 4). In 1964, 60 out of the 
104 total seats were Malay majority seats, comprising 56.7 per cent of the total seats 
Since Malays made up 54.4 per cent of the total electorate, this would mean they 
were over-presented by 1.04 times. However, after the disastrous electoral perfor-
mance of the Alliance Party in 1969, the electoral delineation drastically increased 
Malay over-representation to 1.20 times such that Malay majority seats now com-
prised slightly more than 69 per cent of the seats. The proportion of Malay-majority 
seats stabilized around 68 to 69 per cent until the 1999 elections when a significant 
Malay vote swung in favour of the opposition parties, especially PAS. In the 2003 
delineation exercise, BN seized the opportunity to significantly raise the number of 
Malay majority seats especially in Pahang and Johor. Subsequently, in the 2008 elec-
tions, the number of Malay majority seats increased to 124 of 165, comprising al-
most 75.2 per cent of the total seats. With the Malay electorate comprising 58 per 
cent, it resulted in Malay over-representation increasing to 1.28 times.

Table 5: Electoral Constituencies by Ethnic Type and Electorate Size in 
Peninsula Malaysia, 2013  

Constituency 
size

Malay Majority Mixed Chinese majority Total # of seats

No. Per 
cent no. Per 

cent no. Per 
cent Total Per 

cent

50, 000 and 
below

26 59.1 17 38.6 1 2.3 44 100.0

50,000 < x 
<65,000

19 50.0 16 42.1 3 7.9 38 100.0

65,000< x 
<80,000

9 26.5 20 58.8 5 14.7 34 100.0

80,000 and 
above

9 18.4 35 71.4 5 10.2 49 100.0

Note: Malay and Chinese majority seats mean equals to and above 70% of the total number of 

voters

The strategy of mal-apportionment used to strengthen Malay political power is clearly 
demonstrated by the distribution of constituencies by ethnic type and electorate size 
(Table 5). Malay majority seats made up slightly more than 59 per cent of seats with 
less than 50,000 voters, while the Chinese majority seats made up only 2.3 per 
cent. For seats with electorate size between 50,000 to 65,000 voters, Malay major-
ity seats made up 50 per cent of the seats while the Chinese majority seats made 
up only 7.9 per cent. In contrast, the majority of bigger seats with more than 65,000 
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voters are mixed seats which, before 2008, were BN strongholds because of ethnic 
vote-pooling.

Table 6 shows how BN, UMNO in particular, has disproportionately benefited 
from the mal-apportionment of seats. Out of the 44 constituencies with less than 
50,000 voters, 37 were won by UMNO, which means UMNO won 84.1 per cent 
of the seats with less than 50,000 voters. Of the 74 seats won by UMNO in West 
Malaysia in 2013, 50 per cent of them were seats with less than 50,000 voters and 
27 per cent with 50,000 to 65,000 voters.  In contrast, PAS won 21 seats; 10 seats, 
nearly 50 per cent, with more than 80,000 voters and another 7 seats with 65,000 
to 80,000 voters. In other words, PAS won mostly in seats with larger electorate size 
while UMNO won in the seats with smaller electorate size thus demonstrating how 
mal-apportionment has disproportionately benefited UMNO.  

Table 6: Seats Won by Barisan Nasional and Pakatan Rakyat by 
Electorate Size in Peninsula Malaysia, 2013

Voters size

Barisan Nasional Pakatan Rakyat 

UMNO MIC/MCA/GRK PAS PKR DAP Total

50, 000 and 
below

37 6 1 44

50,000 < x 
<65,000

20 4 4 4 6 38

65,000 < x 
<80,000

9 0 7 8 10 34

80,000 and 
above

8 2 10 16 14 50

Note: Malay and Chinese majority seats mean equals to and above 70%

MIXED CONSTITUENCIES

Table 7 shows that the 1999 and 2004 elections results confirm the unassailable 
advantage that BN has over the opposition in the mixed constituency type; BN won 
92.7 per cent and 97.8 per cent of the mixed constituencies in the 1999 and 2004 
elections respectively. In contrast, BN’s chances of winning Malay or Chinese major-
ity constituencies were less assured because BN would not have the advantage of 
ethnic vote-pooling in those types of constituencies.  However, the usually reliable 
Malay vote supporting UMNO could no longer be taken for granted by the party since 
the 1998 UMNO crisis (Maznah 2003). 
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Table 7: Constituencies Won by Barisan Nasional in Peninsula Malaysia, 
selected Election Years (in percentage)

Type of seats 1999 2004 2008 2013

Malay majority 42.3 88.3 65.1 74.6

Chinese majority 40.0 16.7 0.0 0.0

Mixed 92.7 97.8 49.4 42.4

The results of the 2008 and 2013 elections show that a huge majority of Chinese 
votes had gone over to the opposition parties. Indeed, BN won less than half of the 
mixed constituencies indicating that it no longer holds the ethnic vote-pooling ad-
vantage. In contrast, the PR has since 2008 successfully overcome the traditional 
dependence of opposition ethnic parties on a single ethnic voting bloc. The victories 
of PR in mixed constituencies since 2008 indicate that sufficient numbers of Chinese 
and Indian voters are supporting PAS to defeat UMNO candidates and Malay voters 
supporting DAP to defeat MCA and Gerakan candidates. In short, PR is also enjoy-
ing the benefits of ethnic vote-pooling.  

CONCLUSION

Before 2008, BN was more or less assured of winning in mixed constituencies in 
Peninsula Malaysia because of ethnic vote-pooling. However,  with the emergence of 
an opposition multi-ethnic coalition PR which can also gain from ethnic vote-pooling, 
these constituencies are no longer BN strongholds. Indeed, the ethnic voting trend 
since 2008 looks to be more in favour of PR. In the 2013 elections MCA, Gerakan 
and MIC contested largely in mixed constituencies, and all three suffered huge loss-
es to the PR especially to DAP and to some extent Parti Keadilan Rakyat (PKR). In 
contrast, BN’s mal-apportionment and gerrymandering strategies to establish smaller 
electorate-sized constituencies have resulted in a situation where PR wins the popu-
lar vote but BN wins the elections. 

* * * * * * * *
Lee Hock Guan is a Senior Fellow at ISEAS’s Regional Social and Cultural 
Studies (RSPS) Programme. 
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